Call to Order 9:35

Present: Corey Hannah (Co-Chair); Helen Marx (Co-Chair); Mary Jo Archambault; Jeremy Chandler; Christine Dombrowski; Marty Hartog; M. Hossain; Mike Knell; Lisa Lancor; John Sullivan; Cheryl Resha; Jennifer Ruggiero; Meredith Sinclair; Eric West; Sophia Myers (UCF secretary)

Absent: David Chevan; Yunseon Choi; Michael Nizhnikov; Gregory Robbins

Guest: Liz Keenan (UCF Chair)

Call to Order: 9:35

Revised Course Proposals

** SPA 210 – Spanish IV—Liberal Arts
   Motion to APPROVE pending Clarification (H. Marx, 2nd J. Ruggiero)
   Vote: (13-0-0)

HIS 311 – Workers in America
   Motion to APPROVE pending clarification (H. Marx, 2nd J. Sullivan)
   Vote: (13-0-0)

SOC 350 – Drugs and the Making of the Modern World
   Motion to APPROVE pending Clarification (M. Sinclair, 2nd H. Marx)
   Vote: (13-0-0)

** MAT 139 – Short Course in Calculus for Social Sciences
** MAT 150 – Calculus I
   Motion to APPROVE pending Clarification (J. Sullivan, 2nd M. Archambault)
   Vote: (13-0-0)

MGT 450 – Business Policy and Strategy Seminar
MGT 451 – Senior Seminar
   Motion to APPROVE pending Clarification (H. Marx, 2nd M. Sinclair)
   Vote: (13-0-0)

MGT 305 – Organizational Behavior
   Motion to APPROVE pending clarification (H. Marx, 2nd J. Sullivan)
   Vote: (13-0-0)

MGT 385 – Human Resources Management
   Motion to APPROVE pending Clarification (H. Marx, 2nd M. Sinclair)
   Vote: (13-0-0)
**New Course Proposals**

**LAT 200 – Latin III**
Motion to APPROVE pending clarification (M. Hartog, 2nd J. Sullivan)
Vote: (13-0-0)

**PHI 323 – Ethical Individualism**
Motion to APPROVE pending clarification (J. Sullivan, 2nd M. Archambault)
Vote: (13-0-0)

**MDS 385 – New Political Satire Media**
Motion to APPROVE (M. Hartog, 2nd M. Archambault)
Vote: (13-0-0)

**MGT 418 – Negotiation and Conflict Resolution**
Motion to APPROVE (M. Hartog, 2nd M. Archambault)
Vote: (13-0-0)

**Revised Program Proposals**

**Criminal Justice_MINOR**
Motion to APPROVE (J. Ruggiero, 2nd C. Resha)
Vote: (13-0-0)

**Adjournment 10:50**

**Classified as LEP courses**